Perplexing Puzzles
l

l

Test your logic with these brain teasers that are part math, part logic and part riddle.
1.) If you called an elephant’s trunk a leg, how many legs would the elephant have?
2.) What occurs once in every minute, twice in every moment, yet never in a thousand years?
3.) I travel high and low, scale to the heights and then again travel back down. By reading the
lines, I can be found. But, if you read between the lines, you will also find me. And being
familiar with the alphabet will help you to see that without me a lot of the world would be
without sound. What am I?
4.) What can you put into a barrel that:
a.) Weighs nothing
b.) Will make the barrel lighter
c.) Can be seen when the top is closed
5.) Pot OOOOOOOO
6.) Math the
7.) I’M you
8.) Using the digits 1 to 9, create three 3 digit numbers. Your goal is to create three numbers
which, when multiplied together, give the highest value.
9.) What day would tomorrow be if yesterday was five days before the day after Sunday’s
tomorrow?
10.) How many cubic feet of earth are removed to make a hole 4 feet wide by 7 feet long by 2
feet deep?
11.) If I give you seven apples, you will then have five times as many as I would then have.
However, if you give me seven apples, we will then both have the same number of apples.
How many apples do I currently have?
12.) One day this year, one of a pair of identical twins celebrated their birthday. Two days
later, the other twin celebrated their birthday. The twins were born within five minutes of each
other. So how can this be explained?

